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ABSTRACT

The concepts of the thermal neutron facility have been con-

siderably modified since they were first put forth in 1971. The

move has been toward simplification. This report describes the

basic vacuum tank structure, its surrounding steel shielding and

the concrete structure. The vacuum tank contains a target, •

moderator and reflector and has ports for the extraction of thermal •

neutron beams. It also has capabilities for producing mesons and

for irradiation of targets in the primary proton beam. The system

has been designed with flexibility for modification to meet possible

future demands for irradiation facilities, radiography, or pulsed

operation. The targets can be easily changed, and it is planned to

do this to meet the heat transfer problems as they arise on going

to higher beam currents. Feasibility studies for Pb-Bi and Pb

targets have been carried out. The Pb target was chosen because of

safety considerations and simpler design.
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INTRODUCTION

1.1 Purpose and requirements

The four main functions of the facility are still the same as those described in

TRIUMF report TRI-71-3:1

1) to stop the residual proton beam downstream from the last meson production tar-

get in the main beam line;

2) to provide a facility for irradiating and activating specimens with high-energy

protons;

3) to provide a facility for irradiating and activating specimens with neutrons of

all energies from thermal to the incident proton energy; and

4) to provide collimated neutron beams from the assembly core, primarily at thermal

energies but also at epithermal and higher energies.

I.2 General design philosophy

As the main function of the thermal neutron facility is to stop the proton beam

when the current goes to 100 yA or more, and inasmuch as 100 uA operation by late 1977

is highly desirable, it is intended to construct the TNF so as to accept 100 pA by that

time; at the same time a facility flexible enough to meet as many future demands as

possible will have been created.

This philosophy has led to the moving of the TNF 10 ft farther to the east to make

it easier for any future plans for installation of a T3 target between meson production

target T2 and the TNF. Further, it has led to the incorporation into the TNF itself of

a possible meson channel. As the major problem of the TNF will be the target design, the

structure has been designed to permit a variety of targets to be installed. The energy

densities which might be delivered to the TNF are sufficiently high that it is difficult

to simulate them with anything except a high-intensity beam of particles. Thus experi-

ence gained at 100 pA will be quite valuable in planning for 400 pA. While a target con-

cept exists for going to 400 iiA it is not clear at this point that it is the best

approach. As there is some concern for the Po produced from a Pb-Bi target, initially a

Pb target will be used despite the advantages of the Pb-Bi target for heat transfer.

A significant change in philosophy has been the introduction of a water-cooled

corridor between the target and the vacuum of the TNF. The primary motivation has been

to increase the degree of containment of the target material. There are also advantages

for heat transfer from the target face. The problems caused by passing the proton beam

through water are considered to be small for the TNF as compared with T2.

The equipment that will comprise the TNF can be divided in two categories:

I) Equipment that is meant to be installed for the lifetime of the facility. It

consists of the vacuum tank and the iron and concrete shields immediately

around it. The cooling for the iron shield and vacuum tank is designed for

200 kW of beam power (400 pA at 500 HeV or 1 mA at 200 MeV).
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2) Equipment that is installed inside the vacuum tank and can be replaced and up-

graded when necessary. It consists primarily of the beam-stopping target, the

moderator tank and the reflector tank. The cooling for this equipment and the

shielding for the whole facility has been designed for 50 kW of beam power

(100 uA at 500 MeV or 167 uA at 300 MeV).

The concrete shielding has been restricted to standard-density concrete. Some of

this is in the form of movable blocks but the idea has been to minimize their use in favour

of removable concrete which is poured in place in suitable units. The poured-in-place

concrete will give usable floor space for permanent equipment.

The original concept of swimming-pool access to the target has been somewhat .nodi-

fied. It is still possible to have a water column up to the highest point, 27 6 above beam

level, but the vacuum tank itself terminates at 12 ft above beam level in a shielded room

which is accessible only when the beam is off. While an important part of tiie heat

transfer is accomplished by natural convection, the present plan will require a number of

forced cooling circuits which will be contained within the shielded room 12 ft above beam

level (280 ft level).

2. DESCRIPTION OF FACILITY

2.1 General arrangement

The arrangement of the TNF is considerably simplified compared to the one described

in TRI-71-3. Figures 1 and k show a plan view of the facility at beam level, a 56 x kS ft

area in the southeast corner of the meson hall. There will be relatively little reduction

in the floor space needed for power supplies, storage, etc., as the top of the shielding

can be used for this purpose, except where access to the TNF facilities has to be pre-

served. Figure 2 shows a top view of the facility. Vertical cross-sections are shown in

Figs. 3, 5 and 6.

2.2 The iron shield

The iron shielding surrounding the target-moderator-shield assembly basically has a

semi-hexagonal cross-section downstream and a regular triangular cross-section upstream

from the target. The distance of each of the sides of this irregular pentagon to the

centre of the target assembly is M in. This shape allows for accommodation of the proton

irradiation facility and the meson target development upstream from the target.

The four sides northwest, northeast, southwest and southeast of the target accommo-

date the neutron beam lines, 8 in. wide x 3~3A in. high (see Sec. 2.3), and have V 6

thick iron shielding in addition to movable blocks. The upstream end of the iron shield

adjacent to the proton beam line also has some extra iron shielding to surround a possible

meson production target.

The bulk of the iron shielding is from 3 ft below to 3 ft above the beam line. The

iron pedestal extends to the floor to minimize ground-water activation. There is addi-

tional iron shielding around the upper portion of the vacuum tank to 9'6 above beam level
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to reduce the residual activity in the shielded room at the top of the vacuum tank. All

the steel shielding is made up of stacked steel plates from 1 to 4 in. thick (mill-

rejected, so-called 'cobble plate1), with any gaps filled with concrete where necessary.

The total weight of all steel is 253 tons, with the central pentagon section weigh-

ing 125 tons. The latter is made of a lower assembly weighing 88 tons and an upper

assembly weighing 37 tons, separable at 7'6 above floor level to allow handling by a

100-ton crane.

Figure 4 shows the iron shield in some detail.

2.3 The concrete shield

The bulk,of the concrete shielding is of the cast-in-place removable type, to avoid

having to use pneumatic hammers to remove it. It is poured in approx 50-ton sections,

separated by 0.25 in. plywood to allow pulling the sections out with a 100-ton crane. (See

Figs. 1, 2 and 3.)

The concrete surrounds the iron shield to 20 ft north and 18 ft south of the centre

of the target assembly. Upstream (west) it reaches the stackable concrete around the T2

target,43 ft from the TNF centre, and downstream (east) it reaches the wall of the meson

hall, 13 ft from the centre. The fast neutron irradiation facility is located in the east

section of the shielding. In the vertical direction the shielding reaches from floor

level at 4'6 below beam level to 23'6 above beam level downstream and north and south of

the target. Upstream from the target the height of the concrete shield is 19*6 above beam

level. The concrete shield is divided into five sections by the proton beam tunnel and

the four neutron beam tunnels.

The concept of a trench in the downstream side of the TNF has been retained from

TRI~71~3• No immediate use of the fast neutron flux in that area is planned, but access

is provided to one of the unique aspects of the radiation from the TNF compared to that

from reactors.

2.4 The vacuum tank

The t^-rjet, moderator and reflector assembly is contained in a stainless steel

vacuum tank, as shown in Fig. 7. A mechanical vacuum pump located on top of the concrete

shield (elevation 284) will maintain a vacuum of 10"2 Torr.

The purpose of the vacuum tank is twofold:

1) to provide the third containment for radioactive matter that could be released

in case of an accident; and

2) to eliminate air in the proton beam line to prevent the formation of activity.

The design does not preclude the use of a gas such as C0 2.

A 30 in. diam * 14 ft high vertical main tank houses the actual target assembly and

is connected via 8 in. diam proton beam pipe sections to a 12 in. diam proton irradia-

tion tank 35 in. upstream and a 12 in. diam meson target tank 54 in. upstream of the
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centre of the main tank centre. This tank has an 8 in. diam muon beam pipe connected at

120° ccw from the proton beam centre line. The three vertical tanks have centring holes

in the bottom plates, to engage with whatever is inserted in the tanks. All tanks are

connected with drain pipes to facilitate pump-out in case of flooding, planned or

accidental. ''

Each tank has a metal C-type vacuum seal at the separation between upper and lower

iron shield sections, to facilitate disassembly of this shield. The seal flanges also

provide for a step to reduce flux leakage from targets. (See Fig. 5.)

2.5 The vacuum window

A helium-cooled vacuum window isolates the beam line vacuum from the TNF vacuum.

It is capable of withstanding in excess of I atm in the TNF. To reduce cooling problems

the window is not designed to take the most intense beam that the beam line magnets could

focus upon it. Rather it is positioned where the beam is normally well defocused. If

an accidental focusing were somehow achieved, the window is considered expendable and

will be replaced. Thus the window will have fittings for easy replacement.

2.6 The reflector/internal shield assembly

The aluminum, H20-fi)led, annular reflector tank fits inside the vacuum tank with a

nominal clearance of 0.375 in. The inner wall fits around the moderator with a similar

nominal clearance. The H20 reflector thus envelopes the moderator assembly from 20 in.

below to 18.25 in. above beam level. There is an 8 in. diam port that penetrates the

annulus to allow the proton beam to pass, as well as two 8 in. x h in. holes at 6 in.

below beam level and two identical ports at 12 in. below beam level for the neutron flux

to pass through. Downstream of the target a section of the annulus is walled off so it

can be run with or without H 20, for fast neutron flux experiments.

Extending upward from the reflector, up to the top of the iron shielding, is the in-

ternal shield. It has the same inner and outer diameter as the reflector tank and consists

of an aluminum tank, filled with 1 in. diam steel mill balls, grouted with concrete. This

turned out to be considerably less expensive than iron castings, which would have to be

plated or coated with a rust-protective metal.

The whole assembly weighs approx 6 tons and can be lifted from the vacuum tank as

one unit. The optimization of reflector dimensions is described in detail in TRI-I-77-1.2

2.7 The moderator assembly

The 18 in. diam aluminum moderator tank fits the reflector/internal shield assembly

with a nominal clearance of 0.313 in. The 14 in. section below beam level is filled with

D2O and has two filler tubes rising through the upper section, which is filled with H 20.

Voids in the moderator tank are:

1) Two re-entrant 7-5 * 3-5 in. cavities, in line with similar-sized neutron ports

in the reflector tank, 6 in. below beam level.

2) A 7.5 x 3-5 in. channel in the bottom, in line with the other two neutron ports

in the reflector tank, 12 in. below beam level.
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3) A 7.75 in. diam port for the proton beam to pass through; a 3.5 in. * 2.5 in.

vertical channel gives access to this port.

It) An ova) 2.5 in. x 5 in. tube south of the target to give access to the D2O mod-

erator from the top flange of the assembly for irradiation in the D2O moderator

or extracting a vertical neutron beam.

The H2O in the moderator tank above beam level serves also to cool the target assem-

bly, which is submerged in it, by natural convection, as discussed in Sec. 2.8. A heat

exchanger, submerged near the lid of the moderator tank, is cooled with water from the

active copper cooling system.

The optimization of moderator dimensions is described in TRI-l-77-1.2

2.8 The water window

The proton beam enters the moderator tank through the 0.13 in. thick aluminum window

shown in Fig. 7- Subsequently the beam passes through 0.20 in. of water, after which it

penetrates the 0.20 in. thick stainless steel target container, that hold the lead in

which the beam is stopped. The water in the space between the water window and target

front wall is circulated to provide forced cooling to both window and front wall. The

window relies exclusively on this cooling, while the heat developed in the front wall will

also be removed by natural convection in the molten lead. There is a possibility that,

at start-up, the lead may not be in contact with the wall, because of the formation of a

shrinkage void at cool-down. In that case all heat developed in the target front wall

will be removed by the water. The water-flow is seized for this situation.

The water window also serves as a second level of containment of the lead in the

target container. A design, proposed earlier, whereby the target front wall would face

the vacuum wall directly, would not have this advantage and could leave the front wall

uncooled in case of a shrinkage void in the lead.

To eliminate H 2 and 0 2, produced by radiolysis, the water is passed through a re-

combiner before being returned to the moderator tank. In case of window failure, valves

in the connecting water lines will close automatically to prevent loss of all moderator

water into the vacuum tank. (See Fig. 9.)

The window can be replaced, if necessary, after moving the moderator tank into a

hot cell. Alternatively the moderator could just be raised into the shielded room, if

the radiation levels allow this. The water in the moderator tank would be drained tem-

porarily into a storage tank.

2.9 The target/shadow shield assembly

The construction of the target is also shown in Fig. 7. The stainless steel

container is filled with lead to approx 0.5 in. below the top of the container. The

remaining space is available for expansion of the lead and will be connected to a

vacuum pump. This will avoid oxidation of the molten lead surface and build-up of

hydrogen, which will be produced at the rate of approx 1 cmVday. It also allows gaseous
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radioisotopes to be collected as they are produced so they can be disposed of aftsr a

proper cooling-down period. Five thermocouples will allow monitoring of the tempera-

ture of the lead.

Mounted immediately above the target is an iron shadow shield, which is necessary

to reduce the radiation level in the shielded roor.i above the moderator, tank. To allow

access to the neutron flux immediately above the target there is a 3 in. diam hole in the

shield which is normally filled with an iron plug.

The target shadow shield assembly weighs about 800 1b. To remove the target

(100 Ib), the shadow shield (700 lb) has to be lifted out first. The pressure device

that maintains the target window seal can be released from the top of the tank, using

an extended socket wrench. The target can then be lifted out. Precise location of the

target and the shadow shield on re-installation is ensured by guide plates.

2.10 Irradiation and beam tube facilities

2.10.I Access to the moderator tank from above

At II'6 above beam level the cover of the vacuum tank has ports for the in-

sertion of tubes that can extend into desired flux regions in the H20 part of the

moderator tank. These tubes could be rabbits o<- thimbles for irradiating samples

in the neutron flux, with access from the shielded room.

Above the shielded room is a plug in the roof shield to extend such tubes to

the top of this shield at 27'6 above beam level. Otherwise the tubes can be routed

out of the shielded room by the service entrance along the southwest trench.

An oval port 5 in. * 2.5 in. extends through the cover at the top of the vacuum

tank and leads into the 020 region. This allows access to the flux in the D 20.

This port may continue to 32 ft above beam level through the plug in the roof shield.

The use of this port will determine what insert is needed. If it were to be used as

a source of an extracted neutron beam the insert would be a tube with its closed end

terminating in the D2O region of the moderator with D20 filling the clearance region

between the insert and the oval port. The oval port is permanently built into the

moderator tank. It seals to the top cover plate. Its extension to the 32 ft level

is by means of an additional seal just above the tank cover.

Access to the proton beam is provided just ahead of the water window. There is

a channel in the moderator tank which will take £ rectangular plug. When access to

this region is required the plug will be removed and replaced by a channel suitable

for the given experiment.

Access to the fast neutron flux directly beyond the target could be provided

within the moderator tank by insertion of a thimble or rabbit through the top cover

plate. Access to the fast neutron flux can also be obtained through a permanently

installed tube leading to a compartment in the reflector tank. This compartment

can be drained of water if it is so desired.
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The moderator tank has many of the features of a swimming pool reactor except

for size and its surface is not normally open. It is possible to have direct access

to the moderator water from the top of the cover shield (at 27'6 above beam level).

2.10.2 Access to the moderator tank from the experimental floor

The principal neutron beam line will run in the trench on the northwest corner

of the TNF. The beam will be 3 in. * 7 in. unless further col Iimation is desired.

It is planned to monochromate this beam within the reactor shielding by diffracting

it from the horizontal to a vertical path. With a single monochromator the beam

could be used on top of the shielding 23'6 above beam level. With a double mono-

chromator the beam would be diffracted again into the horizontal at the V 6 above

beam level. This is the preferred mode of operation. For experiments that call

for a "white" beam, extraction would be at 6 in. below beam level.

A similar beam could be extracted from the southeast corner of the TNF.

The secondary neutron beam line is a through tube running 12 in. below the tar-

get from the southwest to the northeast corner of the TNF. If nothing were placed

in this line very little thermal flux would be produced. The idea is to install a

reflector block which properties can be tailored to the requirements of a given

experiment. The insertion and instrumentation of the reflector block would be from

the northeast corner, with the beam to be extracted from the southwest corner using

much the same arrangement discussed for the northwest corner. Alternatively, the

through port could be used for a fast rabbit.

The trenches with movable shielding make it easy to install monochromating

equipment. In addition, experiments could be carried out in the region between the

two crystals of the double monochromator so that one of them would act as an analys-

ing crystal.

2.10.3 Extra facilities

The 12 in. vertical access tank farthest upstream from the TNF is intended for

use as a meson facility. At the juncture of this tube with the beam line there is

an 8 in. meson beam tube at 120° to the beam direction. A target could be inserted

down this tank and a meson beam extracted out the 8 in. tube. This would require a

beam line with quadrupoles and bending magnets. To install such a line one would

remove the cast-in-place concrete blocks and also use space available in the

adjacent northwest neutron beam tunnel.

Alternatively, schemes for extracting a meson beam vertically could be

developed.

The 12 in. vertical access tank nearest to the TNF is intended for use as a

proton irradiation facility, at a later stage. Both of these 12 in. vertical access

tanks will be plugged at the start-up of the TNF.
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The recess for movable blocks to the east of the TNF is for possible use of the

fast neutron flux passing through the wall of the main vacuum tank. To gain access

to this flux it will be necessary to remove a small section of the iron shielding

(fast neutron plug), designed for such removal. Providing for the use of the fast

flux is rather speculative. The justificfition lies in the fact that th«re are more

fast neutrons in this region than are available anywhere else at TRIUMF.

2.11 Cool ing system

All heat produced in the TNF is removed via the site active cooling system, which

has adequate capacity for the present design goal of 50 kW. Supply pipes are sized to

accommodate 200 kW at a later date.

Only the iron shield derives its cooling directly from this system. The other com-

ponents which will be exposed to activating radiation are cooled by a closed system via

a heat exchanger. This closed system is completely maintained within the TNF shielded

area. The primary site active cooling system is shown schematically in Fig. 8A.

The heat exchanger for the closed system consists of a stainless steel coil sub-

merged near the top inside the H2O moderator tank. Heat transfer from the H20 moderator

to this coil is by natural convection. The moderator water receives its heat from the

following sources:

1) Heat developed directly in the H20 moderator.

2) Heat developed in the D2O moderator, transferred by conduction through the

slightly sloped partition between lower and upper moderator tanks.

3) Heat developed in the target, transferred by natural convection.

4} Heat generated in the reflector tank water, transferred by circulation of the

moderator water through the reflector tank.

5) Heat developed in the reflector tank compartment, transferred by circulation.

6) Heat transferred to the water window cooling water, transferred by circulation.

7) Heat developed in the vacuum tank walls.

8) Heat generated in the fast neutron plug.

A small pump circulates the moderator water in series through a catalytic recombiner,

the reflector compartment, the reflector tank, and the window space. Parallel branches

cool the fast neutron beam plug and the vacuum tank. Some of the flow is circulated

through a demineralizer. The circuit is shown schematically in Fig. 9.

The catalytic recombiner will combine any oxygen and hydrogen produced by radiolysis,

such as in the window space where the beam passes through a thin layer of water. Radio-

active gases evolved in the system will be captured in the gas blanket in the recombiner

and will be allowed to decay, until disposal at a permissible concentration. The conduc-

tivity of the water will be minimized in the ion-exchange resin demineralizer which will

also capture any 7Be spallation products.

The D2O moderator is not circulated. The D2O tank can be emptied using compressed

air, and the D20 can be stored in a reservoir when necessary. The system is shown in Fig. 8B.
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The three water systems are mounted as a package within the TNF shield, 12 ft above

the beam line, coupled to the facility by braided stainless steel hoses fitted with quick

disconnects. Stainless steel is used in all systems, with only one other metal or alloy

per system to minimize corrosion which may easily arise in mixed metal systems. All sys-

tems are fitted with a variety of transducers to monitor parameters such as temperature,

flow, pressure, conductivity, hydrogen concentration, and to provide signals for the

control and safety system.

2.12 Control and safety system

A local control station will be situated near the TNF on a mezzanine 20 ft above

floor level. From here equipment can be turned on and off, all relevant parameters can be

monitored, and critical parameters are available for inclusion in the interlock and

safety system. Only from here can the system be switched over to remote control

from the central control room. This actually involves oniy the main valves for the site

active cooling system and the H 20 moderator circulation pump. All other equipment can

only be turned on or off at the local control station.

Other features of the system are:

1) Certain parameters, which when exceeding a pre-set value will cause immediate

damage to the equipment, will trip the beam in beam line 1.

2) Short pressure and flow fluctuations will not trip the beam.

3) Other, less critical parameters or critical parameters at a lower level will

cause a warning signal in the local control room.

k) All parameters can be printed out on a Telterm page, on demand, in the central

control room. Those that exceed a certain safe value will be so indicated.

5) The shielded TNF room, which contains the cooling and water-conditioning equip-

ment, can be locked up only after all equipment has been started up and all

essential operating conditions have been met.

6) The system has been designed to fail only to a safe condition.

7) The system control power is provided from no-break power, to ensure safe shut-

down in case of power failure.

Most parameters that will be monitored by the system are in the cooling and water-

conditioning systems. The following breakdown is provided:

Temperature
Water flow
Water pressure
Water level
Water conductivity
Hydrogen
Vacuum

H20
Moderator
System

10
5
1
1
2
2
-

D20
Moderator
System

1
0
1
1
-
1
-

Site
Active
Water
System

3
2
-
-
-
-
-

Lead
Target

5
-
-

-
-
-

Vacuum
Tank

9

-
-
-
-
-

1 ron
Shield

12

-
-
-
-
-

Vacuum
System

-
-
-
-
-
-
2

Tota

1)0
7
2
2
2

3

Total 58
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3. FACILITV CHARACTER ISTICS

The intensity of the proton beam transported to the TNF depends upon the target used

at T2 as well as upon the characteristics of the beam delivered to T2. TRIUMF is being

brought up to the design specification of 100 pA extracted at up to 500 MeV, but this is

not to be the beam available at all times. In designing the facility one is concerned

with peak loads, but a user is often more interested in average operation. It has been

estimated that TRIUMF will operate in its high-intensity mode 70% of the time and at an

average energy of 475 MeV. As the neutrons produced per proton decrease with proton

energy, the energy affects the neutron fluxes. At 500 MeV one expects 8 evaporation

neutrons per proton while at 300 MeV it should be less than <• from a Pb target.

Though the TNF might run without a target or with only a thin target at T2 for

limited times, in general the T2 target would extract from 7% to 22% of the beam, depend-

ing on whether the target is I cm of Cu or 10 cm of Be. The Cu target causes more Coulomb

scattering with the result that a smaller fraction of the beam that leaves the target is

transmitted to the TNF. In either case just slightly more than 60% of the incident beam

is transmitted. Most of the beam loss is captured in the vicinity of the T2 target and

contributes to heat transfer and shielding problems in that area. Approximately 2% of the

beam is sprayed into the area between T2 and the TNF. A collimator is used to protect the

triplet of quadrupoles as much as possible, but the collimator itself contributes a spray

of protons because of 'slit scattering1. With the Be target less than 0.5% of the beam

hits the quadrupoles, whereas slightly more than 1 % does for the Cu target. The rest of

the spray is caught in beam scrapers placed at three points between the quadrupoles and

the entrance to the TNF.

The average proton currents and the average neutron fluxes are much less than one

calculates using the design criteria of 100 yA at 500 MeV. When one considers operation

at variable currents and energies in the high-intensity mode which is available 70% of the

time and then transmitting only 60% of that, it might be more realistic to divide by four

the figures quoted here calculated for 100 uA at 500 MeV. But unless otherwise stated the

results are given for this optimum case, inasmuch as it may occasionally be reached.

3.1 The proton beam

The beam from the T2 target is focused on the TNF by the triplet both horizon-

tally and vertically and thus is converging on entering the TNF except for the halo of

proton spray from slit scattering and from the low-energy tail of the spectrum from the T2

target. The beam size at T2 is approx 2 mm x 10 mm, and at the TNF it is calculated to be

nominally 20 mm x hO mm. Figure 10a shows the cross-section in the x (horizontal) and

y (vertical) directions. The peak current density is 0.17 pA/mm2 for no target at T2 and

about 0.07 pA/mm2 for a standard target, factors of 30 to 75 less than intensities avail-

able at Tl and T2.

The utilization of this proton beam either in the meson tank or in the proton irradi-

ation tank will be primarily on applications where a high current over a large area is

preferable to maximum current density.
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The beam line is designed to run with a waist at T2 and with a double focus of the

image at T2 at the TNF. Removing the target from T2 will not significantly alter the

beam optics (see Fig. 10). Increasing the beam intensity at the TNF or at the vacuum

window is undesirable and could be accomplished if the T2 target were absent and the

entire beam line were retuned. However, any such tuning would produce a wide beam at T2

which would be sensed by the monitors at T2. Ultimately the beam density monitor at TNF

will trip the beam.

The proton beam available at either the meson tank or the proton tank would typical-

ly be 450 MeV at 60 uA for 70% of the time spread over an area of 10-20 cm2, depending on

the tuning of the quadrupoles.

The last scraper before the TNF removes the halo beyond a radius of 7 cm. At start-

up, a 7 cm radius water-cooled collimator between meson and irradiation tanks will act as

both a scraper of the proton beam halo and a limit to the back streaming of neutrons from

the TNF into the beam line. There will be no direct proton beam outside the 7 cm radius

in the proton irradiation tank.

The solid angle subtended at the TNF target from a point in the centre of the proton

irradiation tube, 0.9 m upstream, is 20 msr. While this is sufficient to catch a large

fraction of the Coulomb scattered protons from a sample being irradiated, most products

of nuclear elastic and inelastic scattering would miss the TNF target and add to the

heat load of the TNF vacuum tank and shielding. In the design of the proton irradiation

facility it wilt be necessary to keep this in mind and, if necessary, to provide for addi-

tional coiiimation and cooling at the beginning of the horizontal tube which connects the

proton irradiation tank to the main tank.

A rectangular access port to the proton beam line is incorporated into the moderator

tank immediately before the water window. It is 3-5 in. wide and 2.5 in. along the beam

line. Thick samples may be used in this chamber with no increase in the heat load on the

rest of the facility, but the neutron background in this location may be undesirable for

a variety of proton irradiations.

At start-up both the meson tank and the proton irradiation tank will be filled with

simple concrete-in-steel plugs to within kO in. of the beam line. In each case the irra-

diation tanks terminate at the floor of the shielded room at 11'6 above the beam line

(280 ft elevation). These tanks can be extended to give access from the 296 ft elevation

during operation or to connect by means of rabbit tubes to other facilities. Both tanks

have centre locators in the bottom plate to aid in proper alignment of inserted equipment.

Cooling for installations in those tanks can be obtained by connecting to the TNF water

package.
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3.2 Cascade neutron flux

A spallation source produces a neutron spectrum which can be divided into cascade

neutrons, generated in the initial collisions of protons with nucleons, and evaporation

neutrons, generated during the cooling down of excited nuclei. The cascade neutrons can

have energies up to the incident proton energy. The spectrum varies crudelyas I/E from 25

to 500 HeV and is peaked in the forward direction. In the fast neutron irradiation

chamber located in the reflector tank just downstream of the target one might expect

3 x 10 1 0 neutrons cm"2 sec"1 in the energy range from 200 to 300 MeV and a similar number

between 20 and 30 MeV for a 100 uA of beam current at 500 MeV incident on a Pb target.

Access to this chamber is via a pipe of 1.7 in. i.d.

A beam 20 cm x 20 cm with 8 * I0 1 2 cascade neutrons/sec would be available if the

fast neutron plug in the iron shield were removed. The beam would enter a vault 3 ft

wide and h ft along the beam which is normally filled with concrete blocks to 21.5 ft above

beam level.

3.3 Thermal neutron beams

The evaporation neutrons that escape the target in a downward direction are

moderated by D20 which is surrounded by an H20 reflector. Neutron beams are extracted

from the region just below the target. A pair of re-entrant rectangular beam pipes, each

3.5 in. x 7.5 in., face one another and are separated by 4 in. of D2O. This is done to

minimize the fast neutrons in the tangentially extracted beam. At this separation the

thermal neutron current is within a few per cent of the value measured if the opposing

pipe were replaced by 020. The centreline of this neutron beam is 6 in. below the proton

beam line. It passes through an aluminum vacuum window 8 ft from the centre of the TNF

moderator tank. The first monochromating crystal would be just beyond this window. A

vertical beam with an angular collimation of 1° and a momentum spread of \% would have an

intensity of the order of 106 neutrons cm"2 sec"1 at a sample position 15 ft beyond the

monochromator. A horizontal beam can be achieved by means of a second monochromating

crystal. Take-off angles other than near 90° will require special shielding blocks.

More than one beam can be extracted from one port.

A rectangular channel, 3-5 in. * 7.5 in., through the bottom of the moderator tank

matches rectangular cutouts in the reflector tank to provide s through beam pipe with its

centre 12 in. below the target centre. This will fit a 16 ft long rectangular tube

making vacuum seals at the flanges on the ends of the northeast and southwest neutron

tubes, 3 in. x 7 in. i.d. The thermal neutron flux in the D2O surrounding this

through tube should be 2 x 10 1 2 neutrons cm"2 sec"1. This port is unique in that it pro-

vides a large planar source that can be viewed at very small angles, and can also be

used as a more conventional source by inserting a moderator block; the temperature of

this block can be changed to shift the peak of the thermal neutron spectrum. Also this

port can serve as a route for a fast rabbit tube for neutron irradiations.
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3.4 Neutron irradiations

The largest neutron fluxes will be inside the Pb target at all energies except

thermal; the total neutron flux in the target is 3 x I0 1 3 neutrons cm"2 sec"1. The

highest thermal fluxes are in the H20 just outside the target: 10
13 in the thermal region

(E < 0.1 eV) plus 5 x 1012 in all other energy regions combined. The peak thermal flux in

the D20 is slightly less but persists over a much larger volume than in the H20; 6 * 10
12

thermal neutrons cm"2 sec"1 is available. The ratio of thermal neutrons to those in

energy groups above thermal varies from 1 to 1.5 near the target to I to 0.4 away from the

target in the D20. These numbers are based on a two-dimensional reactor code calculation

assuming eight evaporation neutrons per incoming proton with a beam current of 100 uA.2

Neutron flux estimates for typical positions in the H20 and D20 moderator sections

are given in Table I. For average operating conditions over a year, these numbers should

be reduced by a factor of three or four as they are calculated for the 100 uA 500 MeV

specifications.

Table I. Neutron flux estimates for 100 pA, 500 MeV protons on a lead target.

Energy ^ v .
Group ^ ^ ^ C 3

Thermal
cm"2 sec"1

En > 0.1 eV
cm * sec L

En > 100 eV
cm"2 sec"1

En > 0.9 MeV
cm"2 sec"1

En > 25 MeV
cm"2 sec"1

H20 Moderator
a

10.4 cm

6.5 x I012

3.1 x 1012

2.1 x 1012

6.7 x I O n

4.7 x 1 O U

14.3 cm

2.5 x io12

7.7 x 1 0 u

5.2 x JO11

2.0 x | 0 n

2.5 x 1011

D2O Moderator

16.5 cm

6.3 x 1012

3.7 x 10 1 2

2.3 x 1012

2.0 x | 0 u

1.4 x I011

21.5 cm

5.1 x 1012

1.9 x 1012

J.O x !0 1 2

0.6 x 1011

0.8 x 1011

r is distance from Pb target centre line; nearest approach distance in H20
moderator is M 0 cm.

r is distance from Pb target centre line; oval access tube to D20 moderator
is 6.3 cm wide with centre line offset from proton beam centre line by
17.2 cm.

NOTE: Epithermal and fast components En > 0.1 eV, > 100 eV and > 0.9 MeV do
not include cascade neutron component of E n > 25 MeV.
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Access to the 020 for irradiation within the moderator tank is limited by the dimen-

sions of the oval tube which runs from the top of the tank through the plate that separates

the two moderator compartments. The oval tube will clear two semicircles of radius U 9 in.

separated by 2.5 in. A set of thimbles and rabbits will be installed in the ova) tube at

start-up. The dimensions and number of these can be changed as required. The rabbits will

extend through the roof of the shielded room and continue to a proposed Laboratory

located in a trailer outside the east wall.

The portion of the moderator tank above the beam line has H20 as moderator and reflec-

tor. The large volume provides flexibility for neutron irradiation, radiography and beam

extraction. Access to the H20 is limited by the cover plate. Objects that wilt fit with-

in a quarter circle of 11 in. radius can pass through this port.

Initially, direct access to the maximum flux just above the target will be limited

by a 3 in. diam hole in the neutron shadow shield, which is removable and easily replaced

by a shield which would permit different modes of access. One of the more difficult design

problems has been the calculation of the flux streaming up the moderator tank and to gauge

the effectiveness of shadow shields affecting the residual activity in the shielded room.

The initial shadow shield may also be used to study these problems.

3.5 Neutron flux calculations

A report entitled Two-Dimensional Calculation of the Optimum Reactor Design for the

TRIUMF Thermal Neutron Facility2 was prepared prior to the detailed design of the facility.

The primary problem was how properly to take into account the voids which are used to

insert the proton beam and extract the experimental thermal neutron beams. This was

handled by investigating by Monte Carlo techniques the transmission, absorption and albedo

of pipes surrounded by water. The reactor code is a diffusion calculation, and it was

necessary to invent fictitious materials that would have the same characteristics in

diffusion theory as the pipes did in the Monte Carlo calculation. These calculations took

into account the effects of Lambert's law of surface emission.

The reactor code so amended permitted an analysis of the variation of the positions

of the H^O-D^O interfaces and the influence of sizes of sources, voids and reflector tank.

The problem was idealized to one of cylindrical symmetry, as shown in Fig. 11, which

corresponds to a rather optimum arrangement. The flux distribution is shown in Fig. 12.

SHIELDING. ACTIVATION AND HEAT PRODUCTION

U.1 Operating shield requirements

The shielding requirements for the TNF are discussed in TRI-71-3.1 The calculations

were done on the basis of a one group, effective removal model for the cascade neutron

(En > 100 MeV) for.100 pA of 500 MeV protons incident on a stopping thickness lead

target. The results are not significantly different for lead-bismuth, tungsten or copper

targets. Table II shows the estimated cascade neutron flux <J>C transmitted through the

iron, water and concrete shielding to various field points around the TNF assembly. The
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Table II. Cascade neutron flux estimates for 100 v>A of 500 MeV protons

Location

Ac

B
C

D

E

F
G"

H

I

J

R

Figure

1

1

1

1

1

2,3

2,3

2,3

2,3

2,3
1

ea

deg

180

120

60

90

90

60

us
90

90

80
0

Nc
sr"1

0.0004

0.002

0.05

0.009

0.009

0.05

0.10

0.009

0.0i>9

0.016
0.30

tFe b

cm

150

215

215

195

230

105

90

90

90

130
76

lconc
cm

-

-

310

335

640

750

275
-

i»80
0

%o b

cm

-

-

-

-

-

-

265

265

90
0

•c
cm"2 sec"1

2 x io3

2 x 102

6 x | 03

2

1 x 10"1

1

5 x 10"1

3 x 101

2 x 10"

1
1 x lo8

9 is the angle between target-to-field point direction and incident proton beam
direction.

tpe, t c o n c and tu g are thicknesses of iron, concrete and water shielding protec
Ing the field points from the target.

'See text for discussion of this point.
dG is *7 ft outside the building, back-filled to 23.5 ft above beam level.

effective removal relaxation lengths used for iron, concrete and water were 150, 130 and

100 g cm"2, respectively. The effective cascade neutron source strengths, N c in Table II,

were based on Bertini's3 Intra-nuclear cascade results for 500 MeV proton collisions with

lead; all incident protons were assumed to suffer non-elastic collisions at this energy,

as a crude, and probably conservative, allowance for the inter-nuclear cascade

multiplication. Other radiation components will also contribute to the fields outside

thick shields, but the source of these components will be local to the field point and

arise from reactions of the cascade neutrons. Previous estimates indicate that conver-

sion factors from cascade neutron flux (in units of cm"2 sec"1) to total dose-equivalent

rate (in units of mrem h"1) of the order unity are obtained in predominantly concrete

environments. "*

Point A in Table II is situated in the beam line 1 extension tunnel outside the

8 in. diam beam pipe; thus the cascade neutron flux from the TNF target is attenuated by

the thick iron shield in this region. The cascade neutron flux backstreaming through the

primary tube is M . 5 * 107 cm"2 sec"1 at a point adjacent to A, and the total neutron flux

at this same point is of the order 8 x I09 cm"2 sec"1. Any proton irradiation facility

targets closer to this point than the TNF target will further increase this f.lux because

of the larger geometry factor.
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The cascade fluxes at points H and I in Table II are estimated for 3 ft of iron and

Y3 ft of water shielding above the TNF target. The A • 100 g cm"2 relaxation length for

cascade neutrons through water is based on the non-elastic mean-free path for neutrons on

the oxygen and is applicable to wide-angle geometry. For our geometry the elastic scatter-

ing is at least partially effective in removing such neutrons from the column. For small

water-filled holes, say 6 in. diam, the effective removal cross-section would approximate-

ly double from the non-elastic value, for an additional attenuation factor of 0.06 for a

9 ft water column. The effective attenuation length for the 18 in. diam water column has

not been estimated; no problems are foreseen at the flux levels quoted in Table II for

points H and I based on the non-elastic iwean-free path only in water because of the near-

zero and zero respective occupancy factors appropriate to these two points.

The lateral points D and E outside the TNF shield presume a filling factor of 75%

for iron ingots stacked in the slots between the solid neutron beam line shields: if it

were to drop to 50S the external flux would increase by almost a factor 10. Actual fill-

ing factors nearer 75% than 50% are expected.

Table III shows the cascade neutron flux outside the shielding around the beam

line 1 extension for 1 yA, 500 MeV beam spill in various configurations along the line.

The first three entries in the table indicate the peak cascade neutron flux level to be

expected outside the bare 16 ft (or, for N, 15'5) concrete shield and down-beam 1 to 2 m

from a point on beam line I extension taking a spill of 1 gA. The fourth and fifth

entries indicate the modest change in flux level associated with a uniform line source or

a multiple point source configuration at the same total spill level. The last three

entries indicate the improvement afforded by the adopted strategy of installing scraper

sections imbedded in V « 31 x 61 long, essentially iron shielding blocks at strategic

locations along this section of beam line. Points L and M can be protected further by

Table III. Cascade neutron flux estimates for 1 uA, 500 MeV beam loss in
beam line 1 extension

Location

L
M
N
L

L
L

«

N

Figure

2,3
1,2

1,2

2,3

2,3

2,3

1,2

1,2

Source

One point

One point

One point

Uniform
14 m line

Four pointa

Four point

Four point

Four point

*Fe
cm

-

-

-
-

-

35
35

35

tconc
cm

490

490

475
490

490
550

520

490

<t>c m a x

cm"2 sec"1

50
60
70
16

15
2

5
11

aFour source points take 25% of I ufl. spill at each point, assumed 1, 5,
9 and 13 m along drift length from quadrupole triplet to TNF.
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replacing some of the concrete shielding between these points and the beam line with iron.

Present estimates of the beam spill in this region do not indicate that this will be

necessary.

k.2 Residual activity and radiation fields

4.2.1 Targets

To estimate the activity production and cascade neutron strength from the TNF

targets, an approximate numerical calculation was done using the intra-nuclear

cascade results of Bertini3 as parameterized by Alsmiller et a?,.5 Using ..heir

secondary neutron production data,the experimental non-elastic reaction cross-section

data6 and Sternheiner's7 proton range-energy data, the collision probability was

estimated for incident 500 MeV proton and secondary cascade neutron and proton for

an infinite lead target. This procedure will, at least in principle, overestimate

the number of high-energy reactions in the target—some 40% of the secondary

neutrons leak out of 15 cm diam, 25 cm long target—but compensates crudely for the

higher-order inter-nuclear cascade and degraded energy neutron reactions not ex-

plicitly considered. The calculation was not rep&ated for other materials because

the differences in the data are marginal and unlikely to be significant compared to

the overall accuracy of the result. The results are tabulated in Table IV for the

six energy groups.

The total collision probabilities for the primary and secondary nucleons

shown in Table IV as a function of energy were then used as spectrum weights in

Wiesehahn's DOSE code8 to estimate the high-energy reaction products in copper,

tungsten, lead and lead-bismuth targets. The DOSE code uses the Silberberg and

Tsao9 empirical fit to the available experimental cross-section data to extrapolate

for missing cross-section values. The code estimates B-activity levels, g- and

y-yields and dose rates and danger parameters, for simple target geometries for any

irradiation and decay periods specified. The use of the empirical cross-section

recipe for nuclear energies at the bottom of Table IV is questionable, but the low-

energy results do not dominate in the estimates, nor are they likely to do so in

the real world.

Table V shows a summary of the gross residual y-radiation yield and ydose

rate for various decay periods following a very long (20 years) irradiation of each

of the four possible targets by a 100 yA beam of 500 MeV protons. The y-activity

values are actually the total photon source strengths expressed as an equivalent

disintegration rate. The dose-rate estimates include an allowance for self-shielding

in ihe thick (15 cm diam by 25 cm long) targets assumed to have been uniformly

irradiated and viewed from the side.

Tables VI, VII, VIII and IX show the saturated 0-decay source strengths of

all residual species produced in quantities greater than 25 Ci by the 100 uA,

500 MeV proton beam on the various targets. The tables also show the individual
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Table IV. Primary and secondary collision probabilities for 500 MeV protons on
an infinite lead target. (Collisions per incident 500 MeV proton.)

Energy
Group
(MeV)

500/400

1(00/300

300/200

200/100

100/50

50/25

Primary
Protons

0.289

0.187

0.119

0.069

0.023

0.008

0.695

Secondary
Protons

0.001

0.001)

0.010

0.016

0.006

0.002

0.039

Secondary
Neutrons

0.007

0.030

0.08*1

0.231

0.243

0.193

0.788

Total

0.297

0.221

0.213

0.316

0.272

0.203

1.522

Table V. Total saturated residual activity and radiation fields inducedby high-
energy reactions in targets for 100 pA of 500 MeV protons.

Decay
Time

0

1 hour

1 day

1 week

1 month

1 year

Lead-Bismuth

y-activity

kCi

53

50

26

12

5

3

Field
@ 1 m

rem h"1

1480

1310

750
410

)60

78

Lead

y-acti vity

kCi

27
26

16

7
4
2

Field
@ 1 m

rem h"1

330

220

140

85

54
26

Tungsten

y-activity

kCi

39

34
24

18

12

2

Field
@ 1 m

rem h"1

220

230

180

150

no
13

Copper

y-activity

kCi

37
18

10

9

7
2

Field
@ 1 m

rem h"1

1600

720

450

400

330

110
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Table VI. Saturated residual g-activity from 100 pA of 500 MeV protons
on a stopping lead-bismuth target.

Target dimensions: 15 cm diam, 25 cm long

Residual
Species

203 P b

201T,
201pb

199T)

202T1

1 9 7Hg
1 99p b

206Br

205Bi

197T,
20<tBi

203Bi

2 0 2Bi
201Bj

l«Au
207Bi

2U4T,
191*Au
206T,
19*Hg
193pt
1 9 3Au

189Ir

207T,
188 I r

189pt

188pt

19-.T,
187Ir

l^Au
185Os

185Ir

1830s

182Re

181W

19tpb
198Au

l9*Hg-191(Au

Half-life

52.1 hours
3.06 days
9.4 hours
7.4 hours
12.0 days

65.0 hours
90.0 minutes
6.24 days
15.3 days
2.8 hours
11.2 hours
11.8 hours
95-0 minutes
1.8 hours

184.0 days
30.0 years
3.8 years

39-5 hours
4.2 minutes
1.9 years
4.3 days (IT)
16.0 hours

13.3 days
4.79 minutes

41.0 hours
10.9 hours
10.2 days
33.0 minutes
10.5 hours
6.18 days

94.0 days
14.0 hours
71.0 days
12.0 hours
64.0 hours
140.0 days
11.0 minutes
2.7 days

1.3 years

g-Source
Strength

kCi

3.5
3.5
2.8
2.8
2.5

2.1
2.1
2.0
1.8
1.8
1.6
1.4
1.2
1.1
0.93
0.83a
0.60
0.58
0.55
0.45
0.35
0.30

0.16
0.16
0.14
0.13
0.13
0.10
0.09
0.07
0.07
0.05
0.04
0.04
0.04
0.03
0.03
0.03
1.0

Unshielded
Y-Radiation
Dose Rate

rad h"1 @ 1 m

835
165
985
278
533

103
470
3230
1180
40

2850
1400
1850
535
220
665
-
668

-
5.3
30

4.5
0.17
85
28
13
55
7
18
22
4.5
5.3
11
25
O.38
2.8
5.5

950

37% saturated after 20-year irradation
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Table VII. Saturated residual 8-activity from 100 yA of 500 MeV protons
on a stopping lead target.

Target dimensions: 15 cm diam, 25 cm long

Residual
Species

202T,

201T|
203pb

199T,
201Pb

197Hg
199pb
197T)

195Au

206T,
laltAu
1 9"Hg
193pt
193Au
*O7T1

189Ir

186Ir

189Pt

19"T1
188pt
187Ir

1850s

196Au
185Ir

"-Pb
183Re
183Os

182Re

181W

19"Hg-191tAu

Half-Life

12.0 days
3.06 days

52.1 days
7.4 hours
9.4 hours

65.C hours
90.0 minutes
2.8 hours

184 days
3.8 years
4.2 minutes
39.5 hours
1.9 years
4.3 days
16.0 hours
4.79 minutes

13.3 days
41.0 hours
10.9 hours
33 »0 minutes
10.2 days
10.5 hours
94.0 days
6.18 days
14.0 hours
11.0 minutes
71.0 days
|2.0 hours
64.0 hours
140.0 days

1.3 years

6-Source
Strength

kCi

4.0
3.5
3-5
2.8
2.8
2.4
2.1
2.0
1.3
1.2
1.1
0.73
0.60
0.48

0.45
0.30

0.18
0.16
0.16

0.15
0.13
0.10
0.08
0.06
0.06
0.05

0.05
0.04
0.04
0.03

0.54

Unshielded
Y-Radiation
Dose Rate

rad h"1 @ 1 m

863
178

1010
285
948
120
475
45
80
-
0.03

828
-
1.6
48
0.33

5
100
33
80
17
7.8
26
18
5.8
5
6
13
29
0.40

310
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Table VIII. Saturated residual g-activity from 100 uA of 500 MeV protons
on a stopping tungsten target.

Target dimensions: 15 cm diam, 25 cm long, peff = 10 g cm"
3

Residual
Species

17<5Ta
181W
178Ta
1 7 7Ta
179W

1 7 5Hf

178W

173Lu

173Hf

176W

185W

182Ta
180Ta
1 8 I lTa
183Ta

157Tm

166Yb

18STa

165Er

JS-Tm
^Ho
163Er

^ T m
ieiHo
161Er

1590y

|57Dy

>71(Lu

Half-Life

600.0 days
1*10.0 days
2.1 hours
2.4 days

38.0 minutes
70.0 days

21.5 days
1.37 years

23.6 hours
2.3 days
75.0 days
115-0 days
8.1 hours
8.7 hours
5.1 days
9.6 days

2. 4 days
50.0 minutes
10.3 hours
1.9 minutes
1.1 seconds

75.0 minutes
1.8 hours
2.5 hours
3.1 hours

144.0 days
8.1 hours

140.0 days

B-Source
Strength

kCi

3.8
3.5
3.3
2.8
2.8
2.5

2.4
1.7
1.7
1.7
1.1
1.0
0.65
0.58
0.53
0.28

0.22
0.18
0.18
0.14
0.12
0.12
0.10
0.07
0.07
0.05
0.03
0.03

Unshielded
y-Radiation
Dose Rate

rad h"l @ 1 m

44
1800

48
210
450

.
170
320
170
88
490
9-5

490
120
31

9-3
20
-
38
0.16
0.05
60
3
30
0.45
5-3
13
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Table IX. Saturated residual 8-activity from 100 11A of 500 MeV protons
on a stopping copper target.

Target dimensions: 15 cm diam, 25 cm long

Residual
Species

62 Cu
6lCu

58Co
6tCu
60 C u

5?Co
6° Co
55 F e

51tMn
5lcr
56Co

"t9V

52Mn
63Ni

59CU
59 F e

56Mn
57Ni

55CO
61co
53 Fe

•"•Sc

SlMn
57MO
"Cr
t6 S c

Half-Life

9,8 minutes
3-3 minutes

71.3 days
12.8 hours
24.0 minutes

270.0 days
5.3 years
2.6 years

303.0 days
27.8 days
77-3 days

330.0 days
5.7 days

92.0 years
81.0 seconds
45.0 days
2.6 hours

36.0 hours
16.0 days
18.0 hours
99.0 minutes
8.5 minutes
2.k days
45.0 minutes
1.7 minutes

42.0 minutes
84.0 days

8-Source
Strength

kCi

5.5
4.5

2.4
2.2
2.0
1.5
1.0
0.83
0.50

0.35
0.33

0.23
0.16

0.15
0.15
0.12
0.11
0.09
0.09

0.07
0.06
0.05
0.05
0.04
0.04

0.03
0.03

Unshielded
Y-Radiation
Dose Rate

rad h"1 e 1 m

2800
1900

630
220
3700
140
600
-
210
5-5

550

_
240
-
98
93
110
88
130
45
2
28
38
20
2,5
15
14

al4% saturated after 20-year irradiation
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species contribution to the residual yradiation fields at I m distance, taking no

account of the self-shielding of the targets.

Figures 13, 14, 15 and 16 show graphically the residual y-radiation dose rates

from the most important species produced by high-energy nucleons in the various tar-

gets. The dose rates are shown as a function of decay time following saturation of

the activity by a 100 uA beam current. The 'breaks' in the curves are due to changes

of scale along the decay-time axis. All significant species with half-lives longer

than a few hours are shown. The very long-lived species such as 6 0Co from copper

and 207Bi from Pb/Bi saturate slowly. The theorem relating the unsaturated activity

to the difference between the values at the decay time and the decay plus irradia-

tion times on the saturated activity curve holds for the components as well as the

total.

Table X shows a selection of noble gas and other potentially hazardous

species produced in the various possible targets by 500 MeV protons. They can be

contained in the target or blanket gas and represent no significant hazard compared

to the species listed !n Tables VI to IX inclusive. In the event of a target con-

tainment failure the noble gases at least would be released to the next level of

containment, namely the cooling water system.

There are significant quantities of neutron capture activity produced in the

possible target assemblies as well. Most of these are fairly innocuous compared to

the spailation activities; one exception is the 2 1 0Po which will saturate at a

level on the order of 250 Ci for 100 yA beam current on a 50% Bi target. This

species is not expected to represent a serious problem for normal operations and

maintenance but, being somewhat volatile, could represent a serious activity contain-

ment problem if the target material is exposed to the atmosphere.

At saturation by a 100 pA beam current the tritium activity level in any of

the proposed targets by triton emission from the high-energy nucleon reactions will

be -x-700 Ci.

A significant quantity of hydrogen gas will be deposited in the targets from

primary protons and secondary protons, deuterons and tritons stopping in the targets.

Assuming an average of one stopping hydrogen species per primary proton reaction,

the total molecular hydrogen gas production rate would be 0.37 & per 100 uA-year.

The next largest gas component would be helium from secondary emission in the tar-

gets; it will be an order of magnitude less than the hydrogen production. Other

species such as noble gases will not be significant as a mass or volume fraction

compared to the hydrogen.

4.2.2 Water systems

Table XI shows the saturated activities produced by high-energy r.ucleon reac-

tions on oxygen in the various water cooling and moderator circuits. The activities

in the HgO coolant/moderator assembly for tungsten are substantially higher than for
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Table X. Selected g-activities from spallation react ions of 500 MeV protons on
thick targets of lead-bismuth, lead, tungsten and copper. Saturated
activities in curies for 100 uA of 500 MeV protons.

Residual
Species

" A r

" A r

*2Ar

" C a

™Kr
85Kr
67Kr

88K r

85S r

89Sr

90S r

91Sr
123!

121* j ;

125!

126!
125Xe
127Xe

13-Cs
137Cs

Half-Life

279.0 yearsa

1.83 hours

33.0 years

165.0 days

3*1.0 hours

10.76 years'3

76.0 minutes

2.8 hours

64.0 days

50.4 days

28.0 years0

9.7 hours

13.0 hours

4.2 days

60.2 days

13-2 days

18.0 hours

36.4 days

5.27 days

9.7 days

2.1 years

30.0 years

Pb-Bi

0.02

0.3

0.08

0.3

0.06

10.0

3.0

1.8

0.06

17.0

6.0

7.0

0.4

0.2

0.5

0.15
0.6

0.4

0.2

0.09

0.04

0.05

6-Source

Pb

0.02

0.25

0.08

0.3

0.06

8 .0

2.3

1.3

0.06

14.0

5.0

5.0

C 4

0.17

0.4

0.13

0.6

0.4

0.13

0.08

0.02

0.03

Strengths
Ci

W

0.015

0.17

0.05

0.25

0.13

0.6

0.23

0.15

0.15

1.0

0.4

0.4

0.25

0.008

0.03

0.004

0.8

0.2

Cu

0.45
0.70

0.06

4.0

b5% of saturation after 20-year irradiation
681 of saturation after 20-year irradiation

J39% of saturation after 20-year irradiation
37% of saturation after 20-year irradiation



Table XI. Spallation activity from oxygen in water systems for 100 yA of 500 MeV protons.

Residual
Species

3H

?Be

He
13N

150

16N

Half-Life

12.26 years

53.0 days

20.5 minutes

10.0 minutes

124.0 seconds

7-35 seconds

Production
Cross-section

(mb)

4o
10

12

6

15
4oc

Front Window

0.53 cma

(Ci)

9-0

3-0

3-5
1.8

4.5
0.5

Activities in Water Systems
H2O Coolant/Moderator

Cu, Pb or
Pb-Bi Target

4.8 cma>b

(Ci)

108

28

33
16
40
108

W Target

26.1 cma

(Ci)

588

147
175
88
220

300

D20 Moderator

3.5 cma

(Ci)

78

20

24

13
30
78

H20 Reflector

3.8 cma

(Ci)

85
21

26

13

33
85

Lengths are effective path lengths of high-energy nucleons in the indicated water circuit per incident proton.

For proposed Pb-Bi system approx 151 of the effective path length will be in the water cover system and 85% in the main
water column.

For neutrons only; proton reactions to give this species are rare.
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the other targets because of the internal water cooling for that target. The most

significant component is the 7Be. For copper, lead or lead-bismuth targets the

total saturated 7Be activity level of ^70 Ci will give residual y'radiation fields

of 1.9 rad h"1 at I m from the total inventory, which will all be deposited in the

ion-exchange column connected to the system. For a tungsten target the inventory

will be 190 Ci and produce a field of 5 rad h"1. These levels will require shield-

ing and careful handling of the ion-exchange columns.

Other species are expected to be deposited in the ion-exchange columns as

well as the 7Be. These are the active fragments which recoil out of the solid metal

targets and containment vessels. Based on analogous measurements on aluminum, of

the order 3 x 10"1* of the activity produced in the tungsten target may be deposited

in the cooling water by recoil. Thus this fraction of the activities listed in

Tables V, VIII and X can be expected in cooling water and ion-exchange system for a

tungsten target. For other targets the recoil fraction has not been estimated but

is expected to be substantially lower because of the difference in target geometry.

Thermal neutron capture in the deuterium of the D20 will also create a signi-

ficant tritium source. At 100 viA beam current the average flux level in the 50 I

DgO inventory would be approximately A x 10 1 2 cm"2 sec"1, leading to a saturated

tritium source of 160 Ci.

k.2.3 Containers and shields

Table XII shows the resid'.'.ai y"radiation fields near water and target con-

tainers and shields near the core of the TNF as a function of decay time following

a long irradiation. The first two entries are for a field point I m distant from

the centre of a tank that completely surrounds the target during operation. The tank

walls are assumed to be 1 cm thick aluminum and stainless steel; to first order the

estimate is independent of tank diameter as long as the diameter is less than i<60 cm

and is assumed due to the high-energy neutron component only. The tank is assumed

to have been removed from the shield to make the measurement, of course.

With the exception of points 0. and I all the rest of the entries in Table XII

apply to a point on the surface of a thick iron component at the positions indicated

in the table and figures.

Point 0. is the target position after the target and moderator assembly have

been removed from the shield block. The point I is at the top of the target assembly

at elevation 280 ft. It is assumed that the target-moderator assembly has been

removed leaving a clear line of sight to the bottom of the internal shield tank.

k.2.k Gaseous activity from TNF target

Table XIII shows the estimated radioactivity produced as noble gases and

tritium in the lead target for a continuous bombardment of 100 pA at 500 MeV proton

energy. The saturated activities and 7-radiation dose rates were estimated using the

DOSE code8 cited previously. The activity production rates were derived by dividing
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Table XII. Saturated residual Y"radiation fields in shields for 100 yA of
500 MeV protons for various decay periods.

Field Point

1 m from aluminum tank,
1 cm wai1

1 m from stainless steel
tank, 1 cm walI

Iron component surface
at wall

Iron block

Iron block

Iron block

1ron b1ock

Empty target space

Top, empty target space

Iron at floor below
target

Location

P

R

S

T

C

Q

I

V

Figure

1

1

1

1

1

1,3

3

3

16 h

11

53

3 x lO"1*

1.3

0.21

0.011

1 x 10"3

580

0.08

0.07

Dose
rad

256 h

6

31

2 x 10"11

0.74

0.12

0.006

5 x 10-5

330

0.04

0.04

iates

1024 h

6

16

1 x lO"*1

0.34

0.06

0.003

3 x 10-5

150

0.02

0.02

8192 h

5

k

3 x 10"5

0.12

0.02

0.001

-

53

0.007

0.006



Table XIII. Tritium and noble gas radioactivity from lead target
100 pA, 500 MeV proton beam.

1sotope

"Ar

"Ar

"Kr
83mKr

85Kr

85mKr

87Kr

8 8 K r

123)(e

125ye

127Xe

129mXe

131mXe

1 3 3Xe

133mXe

135Xe
3H

Half-Life

35.0 days

1.83 hours

34.9 hours

1.86 hours

10.76 years

4.4 hours

76.0 months

2.8 hours

2.1 hours

17.0 hours

36.4 days

8.0 days

11.8 days

5.29 days

2.23 days

9.2 hours

12.26 years

Saturation
Activity

Ci

0.014

0.26

0.06

9.0/2

8.0/2

8.0/2

2.3

1.3

0.10

0.4

0.4

0.22/2

0.15/2

0.12/2

0.12/2

0.07

800

y-Dose Rate

mrad h~ @ 1 m

170

8

450

5

400

840

1700a

35
60

50

14

7

3
8
10

'

Activity
Production

Rate

jiCi sec" 1

0.004

26.0

0.32

470.0

0.01

170.0

340.0

90.0

9.0

5.0

0.08

0.11

0.05

0.13

0.34

1.5
1.4

Maximum
Allowed

Release Rate

uCi sec"1

103

0.6

4.0

27-0

4.0

2.5

0.52

0.24

1.2

3-6

4.0

5-0

7.0

5.0

5.0

2.0

4.0

Decay Time
Requi red

h

10

-

8
-

27

12

24

6

8
-
-
-
-
-
-

alncludes Y"contribution from subsequent 17.8 month half-life 88Rb 6-decay.
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the saturated activity levels by the mean life-times for the species.

The expansion volume above the molten lead in the target container will be

evacuated, providing an easily monitored check on the integrity of the container.

This is expected to result in the prompt, continuous emission of all noble gas and

hydrogen species produced in the molten lead by nuclear reactions. If these prod-

ucts were released to the atmosphere immediately, they would produce significant

radiation fields on and off the TRIUMF site—of the order of 1 mrem h"1. This is a

factor of 103 higher than is .onsidered acceptable, at least for points outside the

TRIUMF boundary.

The sixth column of Table XIII marked 'maximum allowed release rate1 shows

the estimated release rate to maintain a limit of 1 yrem h"1 from each species, pre-

suming a dilution factor of 5 x 10" 1 0 cm"3 at distances of a few hundred metres from

the air exhaust point as estimated previously.10 The last column indicates the

estimated delay times necessary to achieve these activity release rates. The dose-

rate estimates are based on the y- and B'doses delivered to a body from an infinite

hemispheric cloud similar to the model used in defining the MPCa for noble gases in

the ICRP Publication # 2 . n

The activity will be held either in a cold trap at liquid nitrogen tempera-

tures to freeze out all argon, krypton and xenon activity or in a ballast volume in

the vacuum system. Either hold-up system would be acceptable for the noble gas

activity. The situation with other volatile activity from the target is not clear

and must be the subject of experimental studies during commissioning of the facility.

The continuous distillation of ths volatile components from the target should essen-

tially eliminate their release in the case of an accident with the target.

4.3 Heat transfer

4.3.1 Heat production in main components

Table XIV shows an estimate of the fractional disposition of the incident

beam energy as heat in the various components of the TNF. Some fairly rough approxi-

mations have been used to derive the table: the cascade neutron component has been

assumed to follow the relaxation of the neutron component itself (X = 100 g cm"2 in

H2O, 150 g cm"2 in iron) without any further spread from secondary radiation com-

ponents; the evaporation neutron kinetic energy is assumed all to be deposited in

the moderators; and the capture y-radiation is assumed to degrade to heat at the site

of production.

The cooling for the permanent components such as iron shielding has been

based on a much larger heat production rate than indicated by Table XIV. To afford

the possibility of using a non-moderating, high-energy neutron production target

in the future, the shield cooling can accommodate all of the energy coming from a

bare lead target in the form of cascade and evaporation neutrons. The total cascade

component would be approximately 10% of incident beam power and the evaporation
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Table XIV. Heat production in TNF Core.

Radiation Component

Proton ionization
and nuclear recoil

Cascade neutrons

Evaporation neutrons

Capture y-radiation

Total

TNF Component

Target

Moderator

Reflector

Shields

D2O Moderator

HjO Moderator

Reflector

Target

D20 Moderator

H2O Moderator
and Reflector

Shield

Fractions of Incident Beam Power

Cu

0.75

0.009

0.011

0.066

0.006

0.010

0.004

0.015

0.001

0.008

0.010

0.890

w

0.75

0.009

0.011

0.066

0.015

0.02s

0.010

0.036

0.002

0.019

0.023

0.966

Pb or Pb-Bi

0.75

0.009

0.011

0.066

0.015

0.025

0.010

0.012

0.002

0.025

0.031

0.956
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component, 20%. This latter component includes all of the evaporation neutron kinetic

energy and the y-radiation energy released when captured in iron. The peak energy

current at the mid-plane of the 38 cm radius tank would be I x 10"5 cm"2 (fraction

of incident beam power) for the cascade neutrons in the forward direction, falling

to 0.5 x 10"5 cm"2 at 90° and 0.05 K 10"5 cm"2 at 180°. The evaporation neutron com-

ponent has a constant energy current around the mid-planeof the tankat 1 x 10~s cm"2.

The heat production distribution inside the proton stopping targets has not

been estimated in detail. The Pb and Pb-Bi distributions will be unchanged from

Fig. 6(a) of the original report;1 the heat production rates in the copper and

tungsten targets are not expected to be significantly different when scaled by mass-

equivalent depth. For example, the peak heat production rate at the target front face

is estimated to be 6.2% of the incident proton beam power per cm length of copper

target and 10% per cm length of tungsten target.

Summarizing the results of Table XIV, heat production in the various THF com-

ponents at 100 pA of 500 MeV incident protons will be as follows:

Target 37-5 kW
D20 moderator 1.1 kW
H20 moderator 2.7 kW
H20 reflector 1.1 kW
Vacuum tank and iron shield 4.9 kW

k.3.2 Heat production in water window and target front wall

The heat production in the 5 mm thick steel target container is estimated to

be 1.0 kW for 100 pA beam current at 300 MeV proton energy. Approximately 90% is

produced by ionization energy loss by the transmitted beam and 10% from various

secondary particles and recoils from nuclear reactions. The heat production in the

3.5 mm aluminum window is approximately 300 W for the same conditions and from the

same mechanisms described above for the steel container.

<».3.3 Heat dissipation in the target

Five target concepts have been studied since 1971, using the following

materials to stop the beam:

1) Natural uranium
2) Lead-bismuth
3) Lead
k) Tungsten
5) Copper

k.3.3.1 Natural uranium

In TRI-71-31 a natural uranium target was discussed. The natural uranium tar-

get is unattractive primarily because of its six times higher heat production than

the lead-bismuth target. Hence it is not being considered in the initial operation

of the TNF. The present design does not preclude its use at a later date.
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4.3-3.2 Lead-bismuth

The lead-bismuth target concept discussed in TRI-71-3 has been studied in

detail since 1971, and extensive heat transfer tests have been carried out at Simon

Fraser University.

The target assembly consists of a target vessel made of 0.125 in. thick iron.

The section below beam level is semi-cylindrical, 6 in. diam x 11 in. long, and fits

snugly in a recess in the separator between the H20 and the D20 moderator sections.

Above beam level the vessel becomes rectangular in cross-section and extends to 16 in.

above beam level. There is an irradiation cavity, re-entrant from the top, measuring

5 in. * 7 in. * 11 in. deep. Extending upward from the top are also two water supply

and return and gas vent lines. Up to 3 in. above beam level the vessel is filled

with a eutectic lead-bismuth mixture which has a melting point of 125°C. Above 3 in.

above beam level, the vessel is filled with water, kept under a pressure of kO lb/in.2.

This assembly is then submerged in the H2O section of the moderator tank, and the

heat is transferred from the lead-bismuth and water above it through the walls to the

moderator water. The direct contact between molten metal and water ensures very good

heat transfer by convection in the metal and from metal to water. The function of

the pressurized water in the target vessel is to increase the surface area available

for heat transfer from the liquid metal target to cooling water in the moderator tank.

If the water level is sufficiently low the heat transfer will be by boiling

and condensation with the temperature of the water at \k5"C. This will assure the

return of all metal to the region of the beam. By raising the water level the heat

transfer is increased as the water becomes subcooled at the interface with the molten

metal.

This concept has been tested at SFU to produce heat transfer from Pb-Bi* to

water with heat fluxes of over 250 W/cm2 across the interface. For a surface area

of 6 in. x 10 in. this would allow heat transfers of up to 100 kW from the Pb-Bi to

the water. The temperature in the Pb-Bi would be ^150° throughout most of the metal.

The temperature drop would all be in the region of low convection within I cm of the

interface. When heat transfer out the sides of the container through the iron is

taken into account such a target may be capable of handling 150 kW and satisfying

the full requirements at the maximum planned operation.

A more elaborate cooling scheme has been tested using a pump submerged in the

Pb-Bi which sprays molten Pb-Bi through a shower head directly into the water in the

vessel from which it falls back into the target region. Tests at SFU were unable to

find any apparent limit to the amount of heat which could be transferred by this

method with almost no rise in Pb-Bi temperature with respect to the water.

I*.3.3.3 Lead

As there have been expressions of concern about the 2 1 0Po produced in Bi,

tests of pure Pb targets have also been undertaken. For Pb the heat must be trans-

ferred through the iron container to the water of the moderator tank by sub-cooled,
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nucleated boiling at the surface of the container and by natural convection. A safe

limit for the amount of heat that can be dissipated in this way is 125 W/cm2. Heat

transfer inside the can is by natural convection In the molten lead, so the tempera-

ture at the inside of the wall will be somewhat above 325°C. The boiling point of

the water with 12 ft head outside the can is approx 108°C. This defines the minimum

thickness of the wall to avoid burnout. For a material such as #410 stainless steel

with a thermal conductivity of 0.26 W cm"1 this thickness is 0.19 in., for a

temperature difference of 230°C. This particular material is considered because

it does not dissolve in molten lead and has a reasonably good corrosion resistance

with respect to water.

At 100 MA with 37-5 kW deposited in the target, an area of 300 cm2, transmit-

ting 125 W cm'2 is sufficient. For a 25 cm long target this is a strip 12 cm wide.

This is much less than the available area In the upper half of the lead container,

even allowing for the evacuated expansion space.

Heat transfer tests, using an electric heater placed in the target at the

approximate location where it will be hit by the proton beam, were conducted up to

a heat input of 50.5 kW. It was shown that the lead started to melt at a heat input

of t>6 kW. Most of the lead had melted at 25 kW, but some lead at the bottom of the

can never melted during the test. The water directly above the can was boiling

vigorously but the temperature in that region did not exceed IOO°C. Neither did

the temperature in the gap between the water window and the target. This is the

most severe location, as under actual operating conditions approx 135 W cm'2 will

be released in the wall of the can itself, a condition not simulated by this test.

However, under actual operating conditions forced cooling will be used in that gap,

which leaves no doubts as to adequate cooling of the target front wall (see also

Sec. k.3.4).

The tests showed that at the design value of 50 kW heat input the tempera-

ture of the molten lead stays under 500°C, even at the hottest point, which is

not at the wall. Also the boiling water and natural convection to the submerged

heat exchanger can cope with this heat load. Further tests to determine the heat

transfer limit of this design will be done before the target will be exposed to

the 100 pA proton beam.

It should be borne in mind that at 50 kW of beam power at 500 MeV only

37.5 kW will be released as heat in the target itself (see Table XIV). Also,

with a target inserted at T2, only 60% of the current will normally reach the thermal

neutron target.

<».3.3.4

A standby target of 1.5 mm thick tungsten plates, separated by 1.5 mm and

cooled by natural convection when submerged in the H20 of the moderator tank, would
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assure operation in case any unforeseen difficulties arise with the use of liquid

metal targets. The neutron yield would be considerably reduced (at least by a

factor of 2.5) by the use of W and also by the necessity of having water right in

the target region (this latter effect has not yet been calculated). Operation at

high power with W plates would require that the beam be defocused so as to cover

a larger target area.

4.3.3.5 Copper

For the same reason copper was evaluated as a standby target in case of

failure of the liquid metal target. Copper is attractive because of its high thermal

conductivity and could be cooled by running water through a coil soldered to the

surface. Problems of cracking due to thermal cycling and melting at the centre due

to over-focused beams can probably be solved but have not been studied, The low

neutron yield (see Table II) is a disadvantage.

4.3.3.6 Conclusion

The lead target concept was chosen to be used initially, for the following

reasons:

1) Reasonable neutron y i e l d

2) Avoidance of the hazards of 2 1 0Po

3) Simple construction

4) Encouraging results of heat transfer tests

Because of the relatively low cost it was decided to build two extra targets: one

will be used for heat cycling tests before using the target in the beam and one will

be used as standby target, thus avoiding further development cost and the low

neutron yield of tungsten or copper.

4.3.4 Heat dissipation in water window and target front wall

The maximum rate of heat dissipation in both the water window and target con-

tainer wall would be at 300 MeV (Sec. 4.3-2). The window can lose its heat only to

the water between window and wall; the wall can lose its heat to both the water

and the liquid metal in the container.

The ^290 W produced in the window is for a thickness of 0.13 in., as required

for adequate strength. For a 5 cm2 beam the heat density would be 58 W cm"2. The

i^l000 W produced in the wall is for a thickness of 0.19 in. of steel, the minimum

thickness required to prevent burnout as discussed in Sec. 4.3.3.3. For a 5 cm2

beam the heat density would be 200 W cm'2. The upper limit for sub-cooled nucleated

boiling is t>150 W cm'2. Tests have shown ihat by circulating the water in the space

between the window and wall at the rate of 15 £/min burnout will occur only at a heat

density in excess of 1000 W cm"2.
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The container wall provides a special problem inasmuch as lead contact cannot

be guaranteed at start-up, due to the possibility of voids produced during cooling-

down of the target. Once the lead or lead-bismuth is molten, the heat flow to the

water is increased for the lead system and decreased for a lead-bismuth system.

Before the Pb contacts the Fe the inside surface is at 232°C and 200 W cm"2

flows out into the water. But when contact is made to the Pb surface at 325°C half

of the 200 W cm"2 ''lows to each surface, superimposed on the 125 W cm"2 coming from

the Pb to the water through the Fe. Thus the heat load into the water increases to

225 W cm'2. This neglects lateral heat flow, which decreases the peak load.

5. HAZARDS AMD HANDLING

Tables XV and XVI give the radiation fields and access classifications for various

points around the TNF for the present design goal of 100 uA at 500 MeV. Points L, M and

N around the beam line extension are assuming a I uA beam spill at a location nearest to

these points. The figures were translated from Tables II, III and XII.

There are four levels of access restriction:

1) No access

2) Limited access

3) Controlled access

k) Free access

Table XV. Radiation Areas during operation

Location

B

C

0

E

F

G

H

I

J

L

M

N

Figure

1

1

1

1

2,3

2,3

2,3

3

2

2,3
1

1

Radiation
level

(mrem/h)

200

6000

2

0.1

1

0.5

30

20,000

1

2

5

11

Access Classification

No access

No access

No access

Limited access

Free access

Free access

No access

No access

Free access

Free access

Limited access

No access
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5.I Restrictions during operation

The first two of the above classifications are applicabls during operation. Areas

classified as "No Access" or "Limited Access" are controlled bv the Safety Access Control

System.

5.1.1 No Access Areas

These areas are either scaled off by shielding blocks or controlled by

means of barriers and doors. There are three areas controlled by doors which

must be searched and secured independently:

1) The proton beam line tunnel, controlled by Dl (Tig. I).

2) The room over the vacuum tank and under the removable shielding, controlled

by door D2 (Fig. 2).

3) The area on the south side of the facility (points D and N ) , controlled by

door D3 (Fig. 2).

5.1.2 Limited Access Areas

The area to the North of the facility (points M and E, Fig. 1) is classified

as Limited Access. This means access to this area can be obtained during operation

of the proton line, if certain conditions are met. These conditions will be

specified by the time the first neutron experiments will be mounted and will be

similar to those for the meson channels, where a beam blocker must be inserted and

a dipole magnet turned off. Initially this area may be Free Access or No Access,

depending on the status of the shielding.

5.2 Restrictions during shutdown

Areas where the residual activity is "not negligible" are classified as "Controlled

Access during shut-down". This means that entry into these areas requires a work permit

and a pencil dosimeter (both issued by Operations). The TRIUMF regulations on permissi-

ble dose levels will be used to determine the time that workers can remain in these

areas.

As indicated in Table XVI the proton beam tunnel and the room over the vacuum tank

will initially be classified as "Controlled Access" areas.

5.3 Free Access Areas

The remaining areas on top of the shielding, outside the building, and North of the

beam line extension (Locations J, F,G and L, Figs. 2 and 3) have radiation levels that

allow free access at all times.

All access restrictions are subject to review by the TRIUMF Safety Executive

Committee, whenever the facility is expanded or a new experiment is mounted.
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Table XVI. Radiation areas 16 h after shutdown

Location

P
C

I

A

Figure

1

1

3

1

Radiation
level

(mrem/h)

3
1

80

Access Classification

Inaccessible (Underground)

Free Access

Controlled Access

Control led Access

5.4 Lock-up procedures

Lock-up procedures around the TNF are essentially the same as for other radiation

areas at TRIUMF. A search of each area is conducted while someone needs to hold a button

at the gate to see that no-one enters the area during the search.

The lock-up procedures for the neutron experimental areas can be similar to those

for present meson lines. Both areas north and south of the TNF are enclosed, and access

will be restricted by a gate and control station of the same type used elsewhere at

TRIUMF.

5.5 Maintenance

Equipment requiring maintenance consists of:

1) Vacuum pumping systems

2) Water circulating pumps

3) Ion-exchange columns

5.5-1 The vacuum systems

The main vacuum system, which serves the vacuum tank, consits of a mechani-

cal vacuum pump plus the necessary valves and a vacuum gauge. These will be

located outside the shielding so servicing may be done while the vacuum is main-

tained. There will be a radiation monitor in the exhaust, which is connected to

the main building stack. A second vacuum pump will be available on.standby.

A small vacuum pump, serving the neutron plug, is'also located outside the

shielding. Only the small vacuum pump serving the lead target is located in the

shielded room.

5.5-2 Water circulating pump

The moderator water pump is a highly reliable, reactor-quality pump and is

located in the shielded room. It will not normally require any maintenance, but

any repairs or Interchange of the pumps can only be done with the beam turned off.

A spare pump is available. After the water has been drained from pumps and pipes,

the main source of radiation will have disappeared.
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5.5-3 Ion-exchange column

The cartridge will become highly radioactive as 7Be, n C (see Table XI)

and recoil fragments from the targets accumulate. It will be enclosed in a 3 in.

thick lead shield, located in the shielded room. The cartridge can be removed by

loosening the water couplings, which are accessible through clearances in the lead

shield, using tools with long handles. The cartridge can then be lifted out by

crane after removing the concrete shielding over the water package. It can then

be moved to a hot cell or stored in one of the holes in the adjacent shielding.

5.6 Handling of target components

TNF components have generally been designed such that they can be removed and

placed in a hot cell without the use of a servo-manipulator. Assemblies that can be re-

moved as one unit are:

1) The shadow shield

2) The target proper j Qr .p combination
3) The moderator assembly, including water window '

k) The reflector/internal shield assembly

The connections for these assemblies are all located at the top of the vacuum tank

and are expected to be accessible Ik h after shutdown (see Sec. 5-2). A bottom-load ing

lead flask will be available to accommodate the moderator assembly, the target assembly,

or both. A flask for the reflector/internal shield assembly would be too costly and un-

wieldy, so if the reflector/internal shield assembly would ever have to be removed,

evacuation of the meson hall and remote handling of the crane might be necessary.

To replace the water window, the moderator assembly would first be drained, then

moved into a hot cell via the lead flask, where the window can be changed with relatively

simple tools.

Before any of these operations can be performed the movable shielding blocks over

the shielded room have to be removed.

The vacuum window between TNF and proton beam pipe can be removed using an existing

TRIUMF flange design and replaced when necessary. The same is true for the flange to a

future meson 1ine.

The vacuum tank is not separately removable, as it is mechanically trapped

within the iron shield. If it ever becomes necessary to dismantle the facility, it can be

separated into a bottom and a top half, through an internal flange connection, to allow

separate handling of the lower and upper iron shield, within a 100-ton crane limit.

The cooling lines of the non-removable parts, i.e. the iron shield and the vacuum

tank, have been designed for future expansion to 200 kW of beam power and with 100%

redundancy in the number of lines.
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5.7 Handling of experimental inserts

The various experimental targets, rabbits, etc. that will be inserted via the vari-

ous access channels described in Sec. 2.10 will be handled using the same principles as

for the target components. It is expected that these operations do not require removal of

the roof shielding blocks but only removal of one or several plugs in these blocks.

5.8 Storage of active components

There are a number of storage holes in the cast-in-place concrete shield north of

the iron shield (Fig. 2 ) . These can be used to store used targets or other TNF components

including the reflector/internal shield assembly. The holes will be lined with aluminum

sheet metal for ease of decontamination, and so they can be filled with water for shield-

ing and cooling of reaction heat in the target. Several of the smaller holes are for

storage of experimental inserts or other components.

5.9 Worst credible accident

The worst accident that could ever happen with the TNF would be the spread of radio-

active material through the TRIUMF facility and its immediate environment. Of all the

active material produced at TRIUMF perhaps 50% will be concentrated in the TNF. (Probably

^k0% will be generated in the main meson target T2 and M 0 $ in the cyclotron.)

We will discuss the mechanism through which active material could escape, along with

measures taken to prevent such, for the following three categories:

1) Non-volatile radio-activity

2) Radioactivity in the reflector and moderator water

3) Gaseous radio-activity

5.9.1 Non-volatile radio-activity

The total activity contained in the lead target would be 27 k.Ci at saturation,

as shown in Table V, and would consist of the species listed in Table VII. The

molten lead could only escape from its lead container in the case of a leak, which

might be caused by

1) overheating

2) corrosion

3) thermal cycling

4) radiation damage

As the expansion space above the lead is kept at a pressure of 0.01 Torr, the

material outside the container would tend to leak into, rather than the lead out of,

the container. The first indication of container failure would be given by a

deterioration of the vacuum above the lead, which would turn off the beam, activated

by a thermocouple vacuum gauge set at 0.1 Torr. Normally light water would

tend to leak into the container, causing a rapid rise of the vacuum due to evapo-

ration of the water as soon as it comes in contact with the lead. If the leak
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were caused by overheating, due to a cooling failure caused by a sudden disappear-

ance of all water in the moderator tank, air would leak into the lead container,

which would also cause immediate deterioration of the vacuum. The worst situation

would exist if the container were to suddenly crack open: water would enter and

the steam pressure would force the lead out of the container. This would immediate-

ly remove the lead from the heat source—the beam—even in case the vacuum inter-

lock would fail to turn off the beam. The latent reaction heat in the target is

only 80 W at saturation at 100 uA, decreasing to 66 W after an hour and to 34 W in

a day. The lead would come in contact with the moderator water, would solidify

quickly, and remain at the bottom of the moderator tank. If the moderator water

would have drained from the tank, the lead would take longer to solidify but would

still remain at the bottom of the tank. The lead layer would be a maximum I in.

thick if all lead escaped from the enclosure.

We shall now look at the first cause that might produce a leak in the con-

tainer: overheating. The temperature in the target will be measured continuously

in five locations—top, centre and bottom. The sensing is by five thermocouples

set to turn off the beam when they reach 500°C, well below the melting point of

the stainless steel container. There will also be a warning signal in the control

room at *t75°C. This can only happen when there is a cooling failure. There could

be two kinds of cooling failure:

1) Failure of water circulation in heat exchanger

2) Moderator tank drained of water

The first failure would cause the moderator to heat up rather slowly and

reach the boiling point in about 40 min, at which point the 600 I of water would

have to evaporate before the temperature could rise any further. This would take

6 h at 50 kW beam power. However, a flow transducer in the heat exchanger circuit

will trip the beam. So will a thermistor measuring the plant water temperature,

set at 50°C. There are also thermistors in the reflector and moderator tank

water circuits set to trip the beam at 60° and 70°C, respectively, with warning

signals at lower values. The second failure, loss of moderator water, would be

more serious and is monitored by a level gauge set to trip the beam before the

level would drop too low, i.e. somewhat above the submerged heat exchanger.

It is not possible to lose the moderator water because of a leak in the connecting

pipes, as water is pumped in at the bottom of the tank and out at the top. A leak

somewhere in the system would eventually cause the pump to run dry, but the water

would stay in the tank, as it is the lowest component in the system. The water

could leak out in case of the rupture of the water window. This 0.13 in. thick

aluminum window is strong enough, not only to withstand the i<15 ft of water pressure

but also the full pump pressure of kO Ib/in.2 against the vacuum on the other side in

case of a blockage in the pipe through which the water flows from the tank.

The second cause of a leak in the target container—corrosion—has been

reduced by the choice of a material that is compatible with molten lead as well as
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water and by preventing the formation of corrosive lead oxide, by keeping the ex-

pansion space above the lead evacuated at all times. The 1 cm3/day of hydrogen

gas, evolving from the lead and resulting from the stopped protons, can only help to

create a reducing atmosphere.

The third cause, cracking as a result of prolonged thermal cycling, will

ultimately limit the life of the container, but the time is difficult to estimate.

It is therefore planned initially to change targets at intervals of approx 600 uA-

months and subject the irradiated targets to inspection in a hot cell.

As for the fourth cause, radiation damage, the beam is not brought to a tight

focus at the TNF target or through the windows immediately preceding the target; the

current density will be approximately two orders of magnitude lower than the density

upstream on meson production targets Tl and T2. So although radiation damage may be

an ultimate cause of failure for the TNF target and windows, the experience with the

meson production targets should be a useful guide to correcting such problems.

5.9.2 Radio-activity in the reflector and moderator water

The whole water inventory will contain M kCi of the various species listed

in Table XI. Of this 400 Ci will be in the D20 moderator which is not circulated

and is contained in a 0.25 in. thick aluminum tank, separated from the H20 moderator

by a 0.19 in. thick aluminum wall through which the 850 W produced in the D20 is

transferred to the H2O. The D20 level is maintained well above this aluminum wall,

to ensure proper contact and heat transfer between D20 and the wall. It is

difficult to see how the D20 could ever escape its tank, and if it did it would be

subject to the same considerations as those following below for the moderator H 20.

The D20 temperature is measured with a thermistor to provide a warning and a beam-

trip signal.

As already discussed in the previous section, the moderator H20 would escape

into the vacuum tank in case of water window collapse. This would immediately

destroy the vacuum in the tank, which would trigger a thermocouple vacuum gauge

at 0.1 Torr to turn off the beam and stop the water circulation pump and the vacuum

pump. Even a small water leak, which is likely to precede total collapse of the

vacuum window, would have the same effect, providing early warning of window

failure. In the case of total collapse the vacuum tank would be flooded with

moderator water, filling both the isotope production tank and the muon target tank

up to approx 4 ft above beam level. This could happen only, if the check-valve or

the solenoid-valve in the window water circuit failed. In addition the vacuum tank

pressure would rise to atmospheric pressure through the moderator water system.

The radioactive water would still be contained within the vacuum tank by the vacuum

window, which is designed and tested to stand I atm with a safety factor of three.

Should this window collapse also the water would flow into the proton beam pipe.

A fast-acting valve in the cyclotron vault will close fast enough to prevent water
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from entering the cyclotron. Should this valve fail to do this, some water might

flow into the cyclotron. It would still be contained inside shielded areas, not

accessible by the public and normally not accessible by TRIUMF staff.

5.9.3 Gaseous radioactivity release

The target gas hold-up system for the radioactive noble gas species described

above (Sec. 4.2) could fail because of malfunction or operator error, releasing the

entire inventory of activity. The total dose exposure at a point ^0.5 km distance

from the exhaust stack ejecting all of the saturated activity listed in Table XII is

estimated to be 3-3 mrem for most atmospheric conditions expected at the TRIUMF

site. It is not considered necessary to provide a back-up system to avoid such an

activity release. The only possible requirement on containment that might arise

would be associated with the volatile material that may come off the molten

target. As mentioned in Sec. 4.2.4, the identity and quantities of such species will

be measured during commissioning of the facility. With the data then at hand,

proper containment or exhaust can be designed and installed before the facility will

be used at its design value.
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Fig. 4. The thermal neutron facility. Horizontal oross-seation at beam level.
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Fig. 13. Residual y-radiation dose rate from lead-bismuth at 1 m from IS am dican, 25 am long target.
Saturated activity from 100 vA, 500 MeV protons, not corrected for self-shielding.



Fig. 14. Residual y-radiation dose rate from lead at 1 m from 15 am diam, 25 am long target.
Saturated activity from 100 vA3 500 MeV protons, not corrected for self-shielding.
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Fin. 15. Residual y-radiation dose rate from tungsten at 1 m from IS am diam, 25 am long target.
Saturated activity from 100 vA, 500 MeV protons, not oorreated for self-shielding.
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